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Have you ever had a craving for your favorite ice cream—
stopped and picked up a pint then consumed the whole 
thing in one sitting?? It’s pure enjoyment while we are eating 
it, but shortly thereafter we may tend to feel a little sick after 
the sugar high—But what does binging on a pint of ice cream 
have to do with the markets and the economy?? Currently... 
quite a bit. 

Equipped with stimulus checks and assisted by easy money 
from the Federal Reserve the economy appears to be on 
the cusp of Lift-off (opening the pint of Ice Cream). Excess 
consumer spending potential has piled up as of the end of Q4 
2020 to over $2 Trillion dollars, and this was before the latest 
Biden stimulus was paid in March. We are seeing restaurant 
spending, lodging and air travel all picking up sharply as 
vaccinations are quickly distributed. Housing is absolutely on 
fire as inventories are at all-time lows, so consumers pent 
up from Covid and flush with cash are feeling emboldened.  
The US consumer has started to gorge on the pint of ice 
cream. We remain risk-on in our portfolios as we find little 
to disrupt this economic surge in the next 12-18 months. In 
our opinion developed world equity markets should be able 
to maintain and extend their gains as economies around the 
world continue to gradually reopen. The 4.7% global equities 
return masks a big rotation into stocks likely to benefit from 
economic reopening, such as value and cyclicals, and out of 

pandemic winners. The potential for a market melt-up grows 
as all this stimulus money hits the system.

On the flip side, back to the ice cream analogy, when does 
the sick feeling take hold after the economic pint of ice 
cream is consumed? That feeling of nausea could take the 
form of higher taxes to pay for this binge on debt, but that is 
in no way guaranteed to pass as Biden has the narrowest of 
political margins. The other potential sugar high could come 
in the form of accelerating inflation. Inflation readings will 
surely rise in the next few months; this is more driven by last 
year’s falling prices than by this year’s rising prices. Because 
inflation is generally quoted in year-over-year (y/y) terms, 
last May’s inflation low may be this May’s y/y inflation zenith.  
After May, inflation numbers will likely recede. Investors do 
not necessarily mind higher inflation by itself; they mind 
central banks (over) reacting to higher inflation. On this 
front, the Fed has provided words of comfort. Easy money 
continues, while more forceful yield curve control could 
come if rates march much higher.

We have only begun to start eating on this pint of ice cream 
(economically speaking). We will remain vigilant to watch for 
any signs of stress, but inoculations, economic reopening, and 
stimulus tailwinds will be powerful. In the meantime—Celebrate 
spring and treat yourself to your favorite ice cream!  

GORGING ON ICE CREAM AND EASY MONEY



MARKETS CAN STAY
IRRATIONAL LONGER 
THAN YOU CAN REMAIN 
SOLVENT.
—JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES

SEASONS DON’T FEAR THE REAPER, NOR
DO THE SUN, THE WIND OR THE RAIN. WE 
CAN BE LIKE THEY ARE. COME ON, BABY 
DON’T FEAR THE REAPER.
—BLUE OYSTER CULT

For the past 100 years the US Federal Government has relied 
on estate and inheritance taxes as a source of funding. The 
inception of the current Federal estate tax goes back to 1916, 
but you can see variations of death taxes all the way back to 
the Civil War. The concept of a “death tax” can actually be 
traced back nearly 2,000 years ago when Roman Emperor, 
Caesar Augustus, imposed the Vicesina Hereditatium, a 
tax on successions and legacies to all but close relatives. 
Proponents have frequently advocated that these taxes are 
effective tools for preventing the concentration of wealth 
in the hands of a relatively few powerful families, while 
opponents believe that transfer taxes discourage capital 
accumulation, curbing national economic growth.

At the turn of this century just twenty years ago the Federal 
estate tax was realized on estates valued at over $675,000 
and the top tax rate was 55%. For people who pass away 
in 2021, the exemption amount will be $11.7 million. For a 
married couple, that comes to a combined exemption of 
$23.4 million with no Federal estate tax. This large exemption 
level excludes most Americans, but things are scheduled 
to change in just under five years. The Trump tax cuts will 
sunset in 2026 as they were not a permanent cut because 
they were passed using the budget reconciliation process. 

In 2026 the exemption will revert to $5,490,000 per individual 
/ $10,980,000 per married couple, as indexed for inflation.  
The good news is that the IRS and Treasury Department 
issued final regulations in November of 2019 stating that 
individuals who “make large gifts between 2018 and 2025 can 
do so without concern that they will lose the tax benefit of the 
higher exclusion level once it decreases after 2025.

We will be posting more detailed ideas in our website blog 
this quarter and will strategize in our review meetings if we 
think this is applicable to your situation. Our initial definition of 
applicable would be if your net worth is in excess of $11 million.  
We would recommend you consider doing annual exclusion 
gifts or larger gifts using your lifetime exemption. We would 
also consider looking at Roth conversions if you are not at 
the top of the tax tables due to the double taxation of paying 
estate taxes on a deferred tax liability in your retirement plan.

The US has printed an extraordinary amount of debt and it 
continues to mushroom. We feel that at some point in time 
this debt will come due and the “death” tax may be an easy 
option for both parties to swallow. Keep in mind that the 
threshold not too long ago was just $675,000, so Wealth 
Transfer planning will be extremely important going forward.

BEWARE
THE GRIM
REAPER


